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H2G Blackbox:
The Peculiar Lightning
Energy Machine Storm Under
of Jasper James
the Hood !!!
Moray B King

There is a little known energy device, rumored to
have been used by the government, which manifested a spectacular 20 kilowatt output from a
pair of “thermionic” cylindrical tubes. The stainless steel tubes were 22 inches long and only four
inches in diameter. The inventor, Jasper L. James,
died shortly after filing his patent in 1981, but the
patent, Thermionic-Thermoelectric Generator
System and Apparatus, US 4,368,416 was still
issued in 1983. What is peculiar is that the explanation in the patent completely violates thermodynamics on a number of points, yet the patent
was granted because the device actually worked
– perhaps too well.
What did make sense in the patent was the switching circuit, which offered a clue to the correct explanation for the device. The output from each
hot tube was switched to charge an associated
external capacitor via a large pulse. The thermionic tube operates at the “pulsed abnormal glow
discharge” region, discovered by Paulo and Alexandra Correa (US patent 5,449,989), to manifest
a negative resistance characteristic and excess
energy production.
This is the first time a public presentation for the
James device has ever been given, and the explanation offers a surprising room temp variant!

Neutral
Spike!
Unleashing
EMP Effects
Norm Wootan
Working daily with electrical and electronics
equipment, I encountered strange phenomenon for
which conventional electrical knowledge could not
answer. Creating an EMP event on my workbench
made me consult NASA’s and various universities’
research on CME, magnetic ropes, anti-parallel
magnetic flux annihilation-reconnect phenomenon.
A study of nuclear, and non-nuclear gave a very
clear view of “How to” create the effect.

Walt Jenkins

After twenty years of research into alternate fuel
systems, H2 Global made a breakthrough in the
conversion of energy stored in, fresh or sea water,
and in the application of that process to internal
combustion engines, replacing fossil fuels, such
as gasoline, diesel, bunker fuels, etc. The process runs these engines on a clean water based
fuel, which in it’s current iteration offers twice
the power curve, of 97 octane gasoline and a reduction of toxic emissions, up to 97%. IT DOES
NOT USE ELECTROLYSIS. The process uses
97% water and 3% gasoline. 100% water fuel is
now being tested.
The presentation for this year’s conference will
include new videos with endoscopic cameras inside the black box while it is running. New test
results for emissions and dynamometer tests on
scooters running both 93 octane gasoline and side
by side comparison with H2 Global Water Fuel.
A new engine test stand will feature a video of an
engine and an H2G water fuel system running
in side by side tests with 93 octane gasoline fuel
demonstrating performance in direct comparisons. New video’s of the dune buggy will also
show close up details on the H2G water fuel systems implemented on a vehicle, which is powered
by solar, wind and H2G water fuel.
My local research is named “Neutral Spike” and
was derived from the ferro resonance phenomenon
frequently encountered in electrical power distribution and Tesla’s Colorado Springs Notes (pg 25).
Tesla’s 1899 work in telegraphy at his Houston
Street lab laid the groundwork for the working
principle of the future Wardenclyffe Tower for
worldwide power distribution. The exercise at
Colorado Springs was to verify his vision and
methodology of earth transmitted energy.
The study of EMP is interesting for it opens a whole
new “CAN of Worms” on particles resulting from
the conversion of magnetic flux into kinetic energy
and heating at point of annihilation, then an ultrapowerful magnetic flux burst at re-connection.
(EMP shot). Since we can create the effect in our
lab, there has to be a method to define, capture and
harness the phenomenal energy that manifests!

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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